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Smallwood, Carol. Interweavings. Shanti Arts Pub-
lishing, 2017. Paperback, 162 pp., $16.95.

As Lynn Z Bloom writes in “Living to Tell the 
Tale: The Complicated Ethics of Creative Nonfic-
tion,”: 

Because writers of creative non-
fiction are dealing with versions 
of the truth, they—perhaps more 
consistently than writers in fictive 
genres—have a perennial ethical 
obligation to question authority, 
to look deep beneath the sur-
face, and an aesthetic obligation 
to render their versions of reality 
with sufficient power to compel 
readers’ belief. (278) 

Carol Smallwood brings us into her world, shares 
her perspective, and we believe her. 

Smallwood, well known in library circles for her 
volumes on libraries and librarianship, including ALA 
published titles Library Management Tips that Work 
(2011), and Bringing the Arts into the Library (2014), 
is also widely acclaimed for her poetry, in titles such 
as Compartments: Poems on Nature, Femininity, and 
Other Realms (2016), which was nominated for the 
Pushcart Prize, and for the well-received In Hubble’s 
Shadow (2017). 

She is as adept at creative nonfiction, as demon-
strated by her recent volume, Interweavings (2017), a 
series of forty-three short essays, separated into seven 
categories: “Visits,” “The Feminine Side,” “A Sense 
of Place,” “A Backward Look,” “Things Literary,” 
“Strands,” and “Observations.” Conversational and 
sometimes intimate in tone, the book reads easily, like 
letters from a friend. The essays are often very short, 
almost to the point of being sketches, and like musical 
refrains, elements brought up in one story circle back 

again later in the collection, tying the whole together. 
Recently retired, Smallwood is on the cusp of the 

rest of her life, and many of the familiar elements of 
society are taking new shapes in the face of war, tech-
nology, aging, and of transition generally. Like Sarah 
Orne Jewett’s nineteenth-century short stories of 
Maine, or Virginia Woolf ’s twentieth-century mus-
ings in Mrs. Dalloway, in Smallwood’s work we see a 
familiar world coming to an end and a fragile new era 
about to begin. 

Some of the essays are ultimately too short and 
read more like blog entries than finished pieces. The 
strongest essays are in the beginning, I feel, in Vis-
its, where the writing shines and the words are most 
compelling. But don’t overlook the final essay, “ They 
Will Come,” which masterfully closes the volume. 
This e ssay s peaks o f s pring, a nd r enewal, a nd h ere 
Smallwood acknowledges what she does not know, 
and is confident in the ambiguity. She states, “Yes, I 
will capture spring this year. Or, like aging, will it be 
too gradual and immense to grasp?” (159). Interweav-
ings is an attempt to understand what it means to age, 
in all of its gradations and immensity.  

—Kathrine C. Aydelott

 

possible. This is what makes his book of short stories 
blend flawlessly into a cohesive full-length piece. It is 
easy to pick up the book and read it like it is a novel
because the stories fit together in such a way that the
illusion of fantasy-meets-reality is not broken when a
story ends. 

For example, in the very last section of the book, 
“Megafauna,” there are two stories at the very end that 
blend into one another quite beautifully. “Dark Air” 
follows the narrator, his lover Iris, and Iris’s roommate, 
Dolan, with whom the narrator knows Iris is cheating, 
as they travel to find the perfect scenic spot to take a 
selfie. However, their plans are dashed when the nar-
rator crashes Dolan’s car in an attempt to miss a large, 
bird-like creature that jumps into the road. And, if 
things weren’t already bad enough, a swarm of bees 
seems to follow the creature everywhere it goes, thus
leading to Dolan and the narrator both getting stung. 
When Dolan swells up and has a hard time breathing, 
the other two characters carry him to a house and ask 
for help from people who are hiding something.

Following “Dark Air” comes “Getting There
Nonetheless.” In this story we meet four friends who 
are on vacation. But there’s a catch—the woods sur-
rounding the happy vacationers are infested with
plague-infected zombies. The characters are cool 
with this for a while, simply shooting the once-
humans when they need to, until one of their own 
gets scratched and begins to change. This leads to the
group falling apart, all but one of the original friends 
falling victim to the plague. 

These two stories blend so well into one another
because of the use of human and non-human enti-
ties Michel utilizes to find a perfect blend of reality 
and fantasy, and exemplify what makes Upright Beasts 
such an impressive debut collection. While the reader 
knows these stories are fantastical, Michel infuses 
them with such energy that readers begin to believe

that anything is possible, and maybe fantasy is more
closely related to reality than one might think.

—Emily Holloway

Kloeble, Christopher. Almost Everything Very Fast. 
Graywolf Press, 2016. Paperback, 320 pp, $16.99

Almost Everything Very Fast may not be Christo-
pher Kloeble’s first novel, but this is his first novel to
be translated in English and that is pretty exciting. It’s
not surprising that this one made the cut for transla-
tion from German to English since it is such an en-
gaging story that doesn’t have a single dropped mo-
ment. The novel alternates between two stories, one 
telling the present and the other retelling the past, the
two plot lines meeting together nicely at the end. The 
third-person shifting point of view makes the chap-
ters read as if they are a series of short stories that by
happenstance form into one coherent novel; it keeps 
the plot line moving along at a nice pace.

Almost Everything Very Fast is about Albert and 
his journey of trying to discover his past. He is an or-
phan who spends the summers with Fred, a mentally 
disabled man who is something of a small-town hero. 
When Albert turns 19 he goes to stay with Fred per-
manently. Becoming a permanent fixture in the house
opens up the opportunity for Albert to try and figure
out who his mother his, after having been told Fred is 
his father. Getting information out of Fred is harder 
than Albert first assumed and, adding to the struggles 
of day-to-day living, makes the investigation process 
even harder. 

The flashback sections cover the lives of some of
the adults in Albert’s life, telling the stories of how
they came to be who they are in such a small town,
letting the reader get to know not only the main char-


